First-principles studies of the effects of impurities on the ionic and electronic conduction in LiFePO₄
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A B S T R A C T 
Olivine-type LiFePO₄ is widely considered as a candidate for Li-ion battery electrodes, yet its applicability in the pristine state is limited due to poor ionic and electronic conduction. Doping can be employed to enhance the material’s electrical conductivity. However, this should be understood as incorporating electronically active impurities to manipulate the concentration of native point defects such as lithium vacancies and small hole polarons which are responsible for ionic and electronic conduction, respectively, and not as generating band-like carriers. Possible effects of monovalent (Na, K, Cu, and Ag), divalent (Mg and Zn), trivalent (Al), tetravalent (Zr, C, and Si), and pentavalent (V and Nb) impurities on the ionic and electronic conductivities of LiFePO₄ are analyzed based on results from first-principles density-functional theory calculations. We identify impurities that are effective (or ineffective) at enhancing the concentration of lithium vacancies or small hole polarons. Based on our studies, we discuss specific strategies for enhancing the electrical conductivity in LiFePO₄ and provide suggestions for further experimental studies. 
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1. Introduction 
Olivine-type LiFePO₄ has been proposed as a candidate for rechargeable Li-ion battery electrodes because of its structural and chemical stabilities, high intercalation voltage, high theoretical discharge capacity, environmental friendliness, and potentially low cost [1–3]. However, poor ionic and electronic conduction are major challenges. In addition to nanostructuring and carbon coating, doping has been considered as an important path toward enhancing the electrical conductivity. Since it was reported by Chung et al. [4] that doping LiFePO₄ with impurities such as Mg, Ti, Zr, and Nb significantly enhances the conductivity, there have been numerous experimental works carried out along this path. Nonetheless the role of dopants in the conductivity enhancement is still under debate [5,6]. Thus it is important to understand the mechanisms for ionic and electronic conduction and the effects of impurities on the ionic and electronic conductivities. Such an understanding is essential in formulating strategies for improving the electrical (i.e., ionic and/or electronic) conductivity and hence the electrochemical performance of the material. 

Recently, we have carried out comprehensive first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) studies of native point defects and defect complexes in LiFePO₄ [7]. Based on a detailed analysis of the structure, energetics, and migration of the native defects, we arrived at the following main conclusions: (i) native point defects such as small hole polarons ($p^+$), negatively charged lithium vacancies ($V_{Li}^−$), negatively charged lithium antisites (Li$_{Fe}^+$), and positively charged iron antisites (Fe$_{Li}^+$) have low formation energies and hence are expected to be present in the material. The mobility of Fe$_{Li}^+$ is lower compared to $V_{Li}^−$, supporting earlier suggestions that Fe$_{Li}^+$ impedes Li diffusion and hence reduces the electrochemical activity [8,9]. The relative concentrations of these defects are, however, sensitive to the experimental conditions during synthesis. This suggests that one can suppress or enhance certain native defects via tuning the synthesis conditions. (ii) Native defects in LiFePO₄ cannot act as sources of band-like electrons and holes, and the material cannot be doped n- or p-type. Any attempt to deliberately shift the Fermi level to the valence-band maximum (VBM) or conduction-band minimum (CBM), e.g., via doping with acceptors or donors, will result in spontaneous formation of compensating native defects that counteract the effects of doping. (iii) The ionic conduction occurs via diffusion of $V_{Li}^−$ whereas the electronic conduction proceeds via hopping of $p^+$, which confirms earlier suggestions of a polaronic mechanism in the electronic conduction [10–13]. The ionic conduction is effectively one-dimensional along the b-axis, assuming there are no other native defects or extrinsic impurities with low
mobility that block the Li channels; whereas the electronic conduction is effectively two-dimensional in the b–c plane. It is evident from the conduction mechanisms of LiFePO4 that the ionic and electronic conductivities are dependent on mobility and concentration, and hence on the migration barriers and formation energies, of V$_{Li}^-$ and p$^+$. This opens the door to manipulating the ionic and electronic conductivities of the material via manipulating defect concentrations. In fact, LiFePO4 samples with high concentrations of V$_{Li}^-$ and/or p$^+$ (and a low concentration of Fe$^{3+}$) can be obtained in experiment under appropriate synthesis conditions [7]. Also, despite the fact that LiFePO4 cannot be doped n- or p-type, one can still incorporate into the material electrically active impurities that are effective in shifting the position of the Fermi level away from that determined by the intrinsic native defects, slightly toward the CBM (for impurities that exhibit a donor-like effect) or VBM (for impurities that exhibit an acceptor-like effect). This results in lowering the formation energy and hence enhancing the concentration of V$_{Li}^-$ or p$^+$. Thus “doping” in LiFePO4 should be understood as a way to manipulate the concentration of the native defects that are responsible for ionic and electronic conduction, rather than as generating band-like carriers.

The mechanism for manipulating the concentrations of p$^+$ and V$_{Li}^-$ by incorporating a donor-like impurity is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that, in the absence of extrinsic electrically active impurities, the Fermi level of insulating materials such as LiFePO4 is at $\mu_e = \mu_e^{\text{int}}$, determined by a charge neutrality condition that involves all possible intrinsic/native defects. This condition requires that defects with different charge states coexist in a proportion that maintains overall charge neutrality in the material [14–17]. Because of the exponential dependence of the concentration on defect formation energy (see the next section), $\mu_e^{\text{int}}$ is predominantly determined by the positively and negatively charged defects with the lowest formation energies (in the illustrated example, these defects are V$_{Li}^-$ and p$^+$). If electrically active impurities are incorporated into LiFePO4 with concentrations higher than that of the native defects, the Fermi level may be shifted away from $\mu_e^{\text{int}}$ as the charge neutrality condition is re-established [14,15], as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Clearly, it is important to know which impurities are effective at enhancing which native defect(s). In this article, we report our first-principles studies of various monovalent (Na, K, Cu, and Ag), divalent (Mg and Zn), trivalent (Al), tetravalent (Zr, C, and Si), and pentavalent (V and Nb) impurities in LiFePO4 and possible defect complexes between the extrinsic impurities and native defects. The effects of the impurities on the ionic and electronic conduction will be discussed and comparisons with available experimental data will be made where appropriate. On the basis of our studies, we discuss specific strategies for enhancing the electrical conductivity in LiFePO4.

2. Methodology

Our first-principles calculations of native defects and extrinsic impurities (hereafter referred to as “defects”) were based on density-functional theory within the GGA + U framework [19–21], which is an extension of the generalized-gradient approximation [22], and the projector augmented wave method [23,24], as implemented in the VASP code [25–27]. The U value for Fe was taken from Zhou et al. [28]. We used an orthorhombic (1 × 2 × 2) supercell, corresponding to 112 atoms per cell, to model the defects in LiFePO4.

Different defects in LiFePO4 are characterized by their formation energies. The formation energy (E$^f$) of a defect is a crucial factor in determining its concentration. In thermal equilibrium, the concentration of the defect X at temperature T can be obtained via the relation [7,18]

$$c(X) = \frac{N_{\text{site}} N_{\text{config}} \exp[-E^f(X)/k_BT]}{\sum_i n_i \mu_i + q(E_v + \Delta V + \mu_e)}$$

where $N_{\text{site}}$ is the number of high-symmetry sites in the lattice per unit volume on which the defect can be incorporated, and $N_{\text{config}}$ is the number of equivalent configurations (per site). It emerges from Eq. (1) that defects with lower formation energies will occur in higher concentrations.

The formation energy of a defect X in charge state q is defined as [7,18]

$$E^f(X^q) = E_{\text{tot}}(X^q) - E_{\text{tot}}(\text{bulk}) - \sum_i n_i \mu_i + q(E_v + \Delta V + \mu_e),$$

where $E_{\text{tot}}(X^q)$ and $E_{\text{tot}}(\text{bulk})$ are the total energies of a supercell containing X and of a supercell of the perfect bulk material; $\mu_e$ is the electronic chemical potential of species i (and is referenced to the standard state), and $n_i$ denotes the number of atoms of species i that have been added ($n_i > 0$) or removed ($n_i < 0$) to form the defect. $\mu_e$ is the electronic chemical potential (the Fermi level) referenced to the VBM in the bulk. $\Delta V$ is the “potential alignment” term, i.e., the shift in the band positions due to the presence of the charged defect and the neutralizing background, obtained by aligning the average electrostatic potential in regions far away from the defect to the bulk value [18].

The atomic chemical potentials $\mu_e$ are variables and can be chosen to represent experimental conditions, and are subject to various thermodynamic constraints [7]. These constraints ensure that LiFePO4 is thermodynamically stable. The calculated phase diagrams of the quaternary Li–Fe–P–O2 system at 0 K reported by Ong et al. [29] show that the compound is stable over a range of the oxygen chemical potential (\$\mu_O\$) values, from −3.03 to −8.25 eV. These two values are the upper and lower limits in the range of $\mu_O$ values considered in our work. Lower $\mu_O$ values represent the so-called “more reducing environments,” which are usually associated with higher temperatures and lower oxygen partial pressures and/or the presence of oxygen reducing agents; whereas higher $\mu_O$...
values represent “less reducing environments” [29]. For each \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} \), the chemical potential of Li, Fe, and P can be defined through a set of constraints relevant at that \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} \) value. For example, at \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -4.59 \text{ eV} \), the thermodynamically allowed range of \( \mu_{\text{Li}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{Fe}} \) values is the area defined by secondary phases \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), \( \text{Fe}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2 \), \( \text{Fe}_2\text{P}_2\text{O}_7 \), \( \text{Li}_2\text{P}_2\text{O}_7 \), and \( \text{Li}_2\text{PO}_4 \) in the chemical–potential diagram as depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. [7]; the remaining variable \( \mu_{\text{P}} \) is determined via the condition that ensures the stability of \( \text{LiFePO}_4 \) [7]. Our investigation of thermodynamically allowed \( \mu_{\text{Li}}, \mu_{\text{Fe}}, \mu_{\text{P}}, \) and \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} \) values thus involves all possible \( \text{Li–Fe–P–O}_2 \) phases reported in Ref. [29]. Environments under which the system is close to forming Li-containing (Fe-containing) secondary phases are referred to as Li-excess (Li-deficient) [7,29].

For the extrinsic impurities, the lower limit on \( \mu_{\text{i}} \) is minus infinity and the upper limit is zero (with respect to the energy of the elemental bulk phase) [18]. Although stronger bounds on the impurity chemical potentials can be estimated based on other solubility–limiting phases formed between the impurities and the host constituents, there is no way to know their exact values. In the following presentation, the atomic chemical potentials of the impurities were chosen somewhat arbitrarily within the range given by the above mentioned upper and lower limits, provided that the calculated formation energies at \( \mu_{\text{i}}^{\text{int}} \) are positive. These choices, however, in no way affect the physics of what we present since we are interested only in the relative formation energies of the impurities at a given set of Li, Fe, P, and \( \text{O}_2 \) chemical potentials. In other words, we are trying to answer the following question: Once a certain impurity is incorporated into the material, what is its lattice site preference under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions and what is its possible effect on the material’s properties? Further details of the calculations, our methodology (and its limitations), and the results for native defects in \( \text{LiFePO}_4 \) can be found in Ref. [7].

3. Results and discussion

Impurities in \( \text{LiFePO}_4 \) can be substitutional at the Li, Fe, and P sites, or may be at interstitial sites. For each substitutional or interstitial impurity, calculations were carried out in several possible charge states. We paid attention to positively and negatively charged impurities that have the lowest formation energy at \( \mu_{\text{i}}^{\text{int}} \), and hence the highest concentration, since they can act as acceptor-like (donor-like) dopants that shift the Fermi level toward the VBM (CBM). Note that \( \mu_{\text{i}}^{\text{int}} \) is dependent on the chemical potentials. For example, we find that \( \mu_{\text{Fe}}^{\text{int}} = 0.58 - 0.59 \text{ eV} \) for \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -3.03 \text{ eV} \), whereas \( \mu_{\text{Li}}^{\text{int}} = -4.59 \text{ eV} \) and \( 1.98 - 2.00 \text{ eV} \) for \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -8.21 \text{ eV} \) [7]. We also considered possible complexes consisting of extrinsic impurities and native point defects. In the following, we present only results for those defect configurations that have low formation energies and hence are potentially relevant to the material’s properties. Note that the defect formation energies presented in all the figures were evaluated at \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -3.03 \text{ eV} \) (corresponding to, e.g., a temperature of 800 °C and an oxygen partial pressure of \( 10^{-3} \text{ atm} \) [30]), and equilibrium between \( \text{LiFePO}_4 \), \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), and \( \text{Fe}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2 \) was assumed (i.e., Li-deficient environment) [7]. These conditions give rise to \( \mu_{\text{Li}} = -3.41 \text{ eV} \), \( \mu_{\text{Fe}} = -3.35 \text{ eV} \), and \( \mu_{\text{P}} = -6.03 \text{ eV} \) with the formation enthalpies of the Li–Fe–P–O_2 phases taken from Ref. [29]. Under these conditions, \( p^+ \) and \( V_{\text{Li}}^- \) are the dominant native point defects and the Fermi level is at \( \mu_{\text{Fermi}}^{\text{int}} = 0.59 \text{ eV} \) [7], as illustrated in Fig. 1. Of course the energy landscape may be different for a different set of Li, Fe, P, and O_2 chemical potentials. Therefore, we will extend our discussions and conclusions to all thermodynamically allowed chemical potentials mentioned in the previous section.

3.1. Monovalent impurities

Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the formation energies of Na- and K-related substitutional impurities at the Li and Fe sites, evaluated at \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -3.03 \text{ eV} \) and its associated \( \mu_{\text{Li}}, \mu_{\text{Fe}}, \) and \( \mu_{\text{P}} \) values as noted earlier. The slope in the formation energy plots indicates the charge state. Positive slope indicates that the defect is positively charged, negative slope indicates the defect is negatively charged; cf. Eq. (2). We find that \( \text{Na}^{1+} \) and \( \text{Na}^{3+} \) are elementary point defects; whereas \( \text{Na}^{2+} \) is, in fact, a complex of \( \text{Na}_2^{2+} \) and small hole polaron \( p^+ \) that is stabilized at the neighboring Fe site, and \( \text{Na}^{2+} _{\text{Fe}} \) a complex of \( \text{Na}^{2+} _{\text{Fe}} \) and \( p^+ \). At the Fe site where the hole polaron is located, the average Fe–O bond length is 2.06 Å (compared to 2.18 Å of the other Fe–O bonds) and the calculated magnetic moment is 4.28μB (compared to 3.76μB at other Fe sites); these numbers are in excellent agreement with those obtained for an isolated hole polaron in \( \text{LiFePO}_4 \) [7]. For all possible Li, Fe, P, and O_2 chemical potentials, \( \text{Na}^{1+} \) has the lowest formation energy at \( \mu_{\text{Fermi}}^{\text{int}} \), as seen in Fig. 2(a) for \( \mu_{\text{O}_2} = -3.03 \text{ eV} \), suggesting that Na is likely to exist as neutral \( \text{Na}^{1+} \) under thermodynamic equilibrium and therefore not effective in enhancing either \( p^+ \) or \( V_{\text{Li}}^- \). The formation energy difference between \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Li}} \) and \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Fe}} \) is, however, small (about 0.25 eV at most, as measured at \( \mu_{\text{Fermi}}^{\text{int}} \)).

Strictly speaking, \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Li}} \) is not the positive charge state of substitutional Na at the Li site, and \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Fe}} \) is not the negative charge state of Na at the Fe site. In other words, \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Li}} \), as a single point defect, is only stable as \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Li}} \) and \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Fe}} \), since locally stable configurations of charge states other than \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Li}} \) and \( \text{Na}^{1+} _{\text{Fe}} \) cannot be stabilized.
If we try, e.g., to create Na$_{Li}$, it decays to a situation where the positive charge is not associated with the point defect but corresponds to a small hole polaron stabilized at the neighboring Fe site, as presented above. Note that, instead of writing down, e.g., Na$_{Li}$ as Na$_{Li}^{0}$, we keep the notation Na$_{Li}$ for simplicity, but it should be regarded as a nominal notation referring to a defect complex that consists of the stable/elementary Na$_{Li}$ and a small hole polaron.

For K-related impurities, K$_{Li}^{0}$ and K$_{Fe}$ are elementary defects; whereas K$_{Fe}^{+}$ is a complex of K$_{Fe}^{0}$ and p$^{+}$, and K$_{Li}^{0}$ is a complex of K$_{Li}$ and p$^{+}$, all similar to Na-related impurities. However, we find that, for $\mu_{OZ} = -3.25$ eV and Li-excess or for $-3.25$ eV $< \mu_{OZ} < -3.03$ eV, K$_{Fe}$ and K$_{Li}$ have the lowest energies for the entire range of the Fermi-level values, similar to the energy landscape presented in Fig. 2(b); whereas K$_{Fe}^{+}$ (or K$_{Fe}$ depending on the specific set of the chemical potentials) has the lowest energy for $\mu_{OZ} = -3.25$ eV and Li-deficiency or for $-8.21$ eV $< \mu_{OZ} < -3.25$ eV. The fact that K$_{Fe}$ can have lower formation energy than any other K-related impurity at $\mu_{int}^{Fe}$ suggests that this defect can shift the Fermi level toward the VBM and lower the formation energy of positively charged native defects. As a result, there will be an increase in the concentration of p$^{+}$ and hence in the electronic conductivity. It is, however, noted that the formation energy difference between K$_{Fe}^{+}$ and K$_{Li}^{0}$ is small (about 0.15 eV at most). The difference between the general results for Na and those for K, albeit small, can be attributed to the difference in their ionic radii. Note that K can be incorporated at the Fe site only for a small range of the oxygen chemical potential ($-3.25$ eV $\leq \mu_{OZ} \leq -3.03$ eV) under thermodynamic equilibrium, and the Fermi-level shift is relatively small (about 0.18 eV at most). The effects of K, therefore, may not be very significant.

Similar calculations were also carried out for Cu- and Ag-related impurities. We find that Cu$_{Li}^{0}$ has the lowest formation energy for $\mu_{OZ} < -4.59$ eV, whereas Cu$_{Li}^{+}$ has the lowest energy for $\mu_{OZ} \geq -4.59$ eV. For Ag-related impurities, Ag$_{Li}^{0}$ has the lowest formation energy at $\mu_{int}^{Ag}$ for all thermodynamically allowed Li, Fe, P, and O$_2$ chemical potentials. Therefore, Cu and Ag are not likely to be effective in shifting the Fermi level, similar to Na.

Experimentally, it has been suggested that Na- and K-doped LiFePO$_4$/C samples have an improved electrochemical performance compared to the undoped LiFePO$_4$/C [31,32]. For example, Na doping was reported to slightly enhance the electrical conductivity: 1.9 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ and 0.55 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ S cm$^{-1}$ for, respectively, Li$_{0.97}$Na$_{0.03}$FePO$_4$/C and undoped LiFePO$_4$/C at room temperature [31]. As discussed above, Na at the Li site is electrically inactive and thus cannot enhance the concentration of p$^{+}$ or V$_{Li}^{-}$ and hence the conductivity. Furthermore, Na is less likely to be incorporated at the Fe site. One, however, cannot exclude the possibility of also having a significant concentration of Na at the Fe sites, especially if the samples are prepared under conditions far from equilibrium. Given the relatively small formation energy difference between the Li and Fe sites, further experimental studies should be carried out to clarify the lattice site preference of the monovalent impurities in LiFePO$_4$ and its dependence on the synthesis conditions.

### 3.2. Divalent impurities

Fig. 3 shows the formation energies of Mg-related substitutional impurities at the Li and Fe sites, evaluated at $\mu_{OZ} = -3.03$ eV. We find that Al$_{Li}^{2+}$ is an elementary point defect, whereas Al$_{Fe}^{2+}$ is a complex of Al$_{Fe}^{0}$ and p$^{+}$. Although Al$_{Li}^{2+}$ is not present in the p$^{+}$-doped LiFePO$_4$ samples, it is possible that Al$_{Li}^{2+}$ could be incorporated at the Li site. At the Fe site, Al$_{Fe}^{2+}$ is found to have the lowest energy, which is not unexpected, given the valence of Al (+3) and P (+5). In this configuration, Al replaces P and forms a slightly distorted AlO$_6$ unit with the average Al–O bond length of 1.77 Å, compared to 1.56 Å of the P–O bonds. Among the Al-related impurities, we find that Al$_{Fe}^{2+}$ has the lowest formation energy at $\mu_{int}^{Al}$ for all thermodynamically allowed Li, Fe, P, and O$_2$ chemical potentials. The formation energy of the lowest energy configuration of Al$_{Fe}^{2+}$ is found to be higher than that of Al$_{Li}^{2+}$ by 0.65–0.89 eV, as measured at $\mu_{int}^{Al}$.

With Al existing as the positively charged impurity Al$_{Fe}^{2+}$, more V$_{Fe}^{-}$ and Li$_{Li}^{-}$ are created to maintain charge neutrality, thus the Fermi level is shifted away from $\mu_{int}^{Al}$ and toward the CBM. As a result of this shift, the formation energy (concentration) of p$^{+}$ is increased (decreased). We also investigated possible defect
complexes between $Al_{Fe}^{+}$ and the negatively charged native point defects, i.e., $Al_{Fe}^{+} - V_{Li}$ and $Al_{Fe}^{+} - Li_{Fe}$. We find that the binding energy of these complexes are, respectively, 0.38 and 0.25 eV with respect to their isolated constituents. For any given set of the atomic chemical potentials, $Al_{Fe}^{+} - Li_{Fe}$ has a slightly higher (0.04–0.23 eV) formation energy than $Al_{Fe}^{+} - V_{Li}$. The distance between the two defects in $Al_{Fe}^{+} - V_{Li}$ is 3.28 Å, whereas it is 3.96 Å in $Al_{Fe}^{+} - Li_{Fe}$. Our results suggest that, although $Al_{Fe}^{+}$ enhances both $V_{Li}$ and $Li_{Fe}$, the concentration enhancement is larger for the vacancies than for the antisites.

Experimentally, Amin et al. [38,39] reported that Al-doped LiFePO$_4$ has a higher ionic conductivity but lower electronic conductivity compared to undoped LiFePO$_4$. This is exactly consistent with our results that $Al_{Fe}^{+}$ enhances $V_{Li}$ and reduces $p^{+}$. Regarding the lattice site preference, although Amin et al. suggested that Al occurs on the Fe site, which is in agreement with our results, other research groups reported that the dopant is predominantly on the Li site [4,6,35]. Further experimental studies, therefore, should be carried out to clarify this situation.

### 3.4. Tetravalent impurities

**Fig. 4.** Formation energies of Al-related impurities at $\mu_{O_2} = -3.03$ eV, plotted as a function of Fermi level with respect to the VBM.

**Fig. 5.** Formation energies of Zr-related impurities at $\mu_{O_2} = -3.03$ eV, plotted as a function of Fermi level with respect to the VBM.

As seen in Fig. 5: whereas under Li-excess environments, the energy of Zr$^{2+} - 2V_{Li}$ is comparable to that of Zr$^{2+} - 2Li_{Fe}$. Our results therefore suggest that Zr$^{2+}$ is more likely to be associated with $V_{Li}$ than with $Li_{Fe}$, thus enhancing the vacancies and the ionic conductivity.

The donor-like effect of Zr in LiFePO$_4$ could have contributed to the enhancement in the total conductivity as observed in experiment [4]. However, in order to clearly see the effect, one should carefully look at the ionic and electronic conductivities in undoped and doped samples (preferably without carbon coating). Note that, an enhancement in the intrinsic ionic conductivity usually results in a reduction in the intrinsic electronic conductivity, as discussed in the Introduction. Regarding the lattice site preference, several experimental works suggested that Zr occupies the Li site [4,6,35], which is in contrast to our results showing that the Fe site is energetically more favorable under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

**Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the formation energies of C- and Si-related substitutional impurities at the P site, evaluated at $\mu_{O_2} = -3.03$ eV. C$_P$ is an elementary defect, whereas C$_{Si}$ is a complex of C$_P$ and $p^{+}$; C$_{Si}$ is a complex of C$_P$ and two $p^{+}$. We also considered C$_P$–$V_{O}^{2-}$, a positively charged complex consisting of C$_P$ and an oxygen vacancy ($V_{O}^{2-}$). This complex has a binding energy of 4.44 eV with respect to its isolated constituents. It can also be regarded as replacing a (PO$_3$)$_2^{3-}$ tetrahedron with a trigonal planar (CO$_3$)$_2^{2-}$. In the (CO$_3$)$_2^{2-}$ unit, the average C–O bond length is 1.31 Å, compared to 1.56 Å of the P–O bonds. C thus exhibits a +4 valence at the P site.**

At the Li and Fe sites, we however find that C exhibits a +2 valence. As a result, C$_{Li}$ and C$_{Fe}$ are the elementary defects, whereas their higher charge states are defect complexes consisting of C$_{Li}^{+}$ (or C$_{Fe}^{+}$) and $p^{+}$.

For $-3.25$ eV $\leq \mu_{O_2} \leq -3.03$ eV, C$_{P}^{+}$ has the lowest formation energy at $\mu_{O_2}$. Given its positive effective charge, this defect would exhibit a donor-like effect, enhancing the concentration of negatively charged native defects. Moreover, for each C$_{P}^{+}$ created, there are two $p^{+}$; thus, with C$_{P}^{+}$ being the lowest energy configuration, C can enhance both $p^{+}$ and $V_{Li}$ (see more below). For $-8.21$ eV $\leq \mu_{O_2} < -3.25$ eV, the formation energy of C$_{P}^{+} - V_{O}^{2-}$ is lower than that of C$_{P}^{+}$, and the complex has the lowest energy at $\mu_{O_2}$. Since C$_{P}^{+} - V_{O}^{2-}$ exhibits a donor-like effect, it can enhance $V_{Li}$. In fact, we have investigated a complex of C$_{P}^{+} - V_{O}^{2-}$ and $V_{Li}^{2+}$, hereafter denoted as C$_{P}^{+} - V_{O}^{2-} - V_{Li}^{2+}$, and find that it has a binding energy of 0.63 eV
with respect to its isolated constituents. The formation energy of
this complex [see Fig. 6(a)] is lower than that of $C^+_{P} - V^0_{Li}$ (not shown in
the figure), a neutral complex of $C^+_P$ and $V^0_{Li}$, by 0.25–3.79 eV.
Our results suggest that, in the presence of $V^+_Li$, $C^+_P - V^0_{O}$ is ener-
getically more favorable than $C^+_P$ for all possible Li, Fe, P, and O2
chemical potentials. In other words, if incorporated into the bulk of
LiFePO4, C is likely to exist as $C^+_P - V^0_{O} - V^0_{Li}$, and the presence of C
thus enhances $V^+_Li$ only. The formation energy of C at the Li and Fe
sites is much higher than at the P site, with the energy difference at
$\mu^+_P$ between $C^+_P$ and $C^+_Fe$ is 4.80–6.24 eV. Note that, here we assume
C can go into the bulk with a concentration higher than that of the
native defects. The penetration of C, however, may be impeded by
reactions at the surface [40]. Since C is present in precursors used in
the synthesis of LiFePO4 and also because LiFePO4 is usually coated
with C, it is worth carrying out further studies to see if there is C in
the interior of the material.

Regarding Si-related substitutional impurities at the P site, SiP
is found to be an elementary defect, whereas $Si^+_P$ is a complex
of $Si^+_P$ and $p^-$, and $Si^+_P - V^0_{O}$ has a binding energy of 2.35 eV with respect to $Si^+_P$ and $V^0_{O}$. In this
complex, Si forms a SiO4 unit that shares one O atom with the
neighboring PO4 unit, i.e., SiO3−O−PO3 with the Si−P distance being
2.90 Å, compared to 3.71 Å of the P−P distance. Energetically, we
find that $Si^+_P$ has a lower formation energy than $Si^+_P - V^0_{O}$ except
for $-8.21$ eV $\leq \mu_O^P \leq -7.59$ eV. $Si^+_P$ is found to have the lowest
formation energy at $\mu^+_P$ for $-4.59$ eV $< \mu_O^P < -3.03$ eV, as seen in
Fig. 6(b) for $\mu_O^P = -3.03$ eV. Although $Si^+_P$ is neutral and thus not
effective in shifting the Fermi level, each $Si^+_P$ contains one $p^-$. The
formation of $Si^+_P$, therefore, may help introduce more $p^-$ into
the material. For $-8.21$ eV $\leq \mu_O^P \leq -4.59$ eV, $Si^+_P$ is found to have the
lowest formation energy. In this case, Si exhibits an acceptor-like
effect and is expected to enhance the concentration of $p^-$. For
any given set of Li, Fe, P, and O2 chemical potentials, neutral complexes
such as those consisting of $V^+_Li$ and $Si^+_P$ or $Si^+_P - V^0_{O}$ all have higher
formation energies than $Si^+_P$. Our results thus suggest that Si incor-
porated at the P site enhances small hole polarons. At the Li and Fe
sites, Si exhibits a donor-like effect since Si is supervalent to Li and
Fe; the elementary, lowest energy configurations at $\mu^+_P$ are $Si^{1+}_{Li}$
and $Si^{1+}_{Fe}$, where the formation energy of Si at the Li site is higher
than that at the Fe site by 0.43–0.65 eV, depending on the specific
set of the chemical potentials. The formation energy difference at
$\mu^+_P$ between $Si^{1+}_{Li}$ and $Si^{1+}_{Fe}$ is 0.33–3.56 eV.

Amin et al. [41] reported that doping LiFePO4 with Si results in
an increase of the ionic conductivity and a decrease of the elec-
tronic conductivity, suggesting a donor-like effect. As discussed
above, this effect should be associated with $Si^{1+}_{Fe}$. Our results, how-
ever, suggest that $Si^{1+}_{Li}$ is not the lowest defect configuration under
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Although the cause of this
discrepancy between experiment and our results on the lattice site
preference of Si is still not clear, we suspect that doping at the P site
may be kinetically hindered, and thus thermodynamic equilibrium
approaches have limited applicability [18]. This may be the case
for all dopants that involve P-site doping in LiFePO4. It should be
noted that LiFePO4 can be regarded as consisting of $Li^+$, $Fe^{3+}$, and
$(PO_4)^3-$ with ionic bonding between the units. Within the $(PO_4)^3-$
unit, however, the P−O bonds are highly covalent [7]. If doping
occurs via diffusion, P-site doping would involve diffusion of $P^{5+}$
and the dopant which is expected to be difficult because it neces-
sarily involves breaking/forming of chemical bonds between O and
P (and the dopant). Thus P-site doping might also be affected by the
P- and dopant-containing precursors used in the synthesis.

### 3.5. Pentavalent impurities

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the formation energies of V- and Nb-
related substitutional impurities at the Li, Fe, and P sites, evaluated
at $\mu_O^P = -3.03$ eV. We find that $V^+_Li$ is an elementary point defect,
suggesting that V (vanadium, not to be confused with a vacancy,
$V$) at the P site has a +5 valence. $V^+_Li$ is a complex of $V^+_P$ and $p^-$,
whereas $V^+_P$ is a complex of $V^+_P$ and a small electron polaron ($p^-$)
[7]. At the Li and Fe sites, however, V exhibits a +3 valence, with
$V^+_Li$ and $V^+_Fe$ being the elementary defects. Attempts to create higher
charge states result in complexes consisting of these defects and $p^-$, whereas lower charge states are complexes containing $p^-$. We have
also investigated neutral complexes such as $V^+_Fe - V^0_{Li}$, a complex
of $V^+_Fe$ and a Li vacancy, and $2V^+_Fe - V^0_{Li}$, a complex of two $V^+_Fe$
and an Fe vacancy. Energetically, we find that $V^+_Li$ has the lowest formation energy at $\mu^+_P$ for all possible Li, Fe, and O2
chemical potentials. With this neutral configuration, V would be ineffective in shifting the Fermi level.

V has positive effective charges at the Li and Fe sites and thus
exhibits a donor-like effect. The formation energy at $\mu^+_P$ of
$V^+_Fe$ in its lowest energy configuration is higher than that of $V^+_P$
by 0.50–2.14 eV for almost all possible chemical potentials, and by
0.10–0.20 eV for a small region of the chemical potentials associated
with $\mu_O^P$ around $-4.59$ eV. On the other hand, the formation energy of
$V^+_Fe$ is lower than that of $V^+_Li$ by 0.76–0.97 eV for almost all possi-
bile chemical potentials, except for a small region associated with
$\mu_O^P \leq -4.59$ eV where the two defects have comparable formation
energies. Neutral complexes such as $V^+_Fe - V^0_{Li}$ and $2V^+_Fe - V^0_{Li}$
have formation energies higher than $V^+_P$ by 0.36–3.32 and 4.51–9.09 eV,
respectively. Again, these results suggest that V is energetically
Thus, more favorable at the P site under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

Experimentally, Hong et al. [42] reported that their attempt to incorporate V into LiFePO₄ at the Fe site resulted in having V at the P site instead. However, Omenya et al. [43] later reported that the substitution at the P site could not be reproduced, but at least 10 mol% of the Fe sites were occupied by V³⁺. Zhang et al. [44] also reported a valence between +3 and +4 for V in LiFePO₄. Note that, according to our results discussed above, the +3 valence of V is associated with substitution at the Fe site that exhibits a donor-like effect. Thus, for V-doped LiFePO₄ samples reported in Refs. [43,44], V may indeed have been incorporated at the Fe site, although this site is found to be energetically less favorable in our calculations. The discrepancy between experiment and our results on the lattice site preference of V could be that P-site doping is thermodynamically favorable but kinetically hindered, as discussed earlier.

Regarding Nb, we find that Nb⁰₃ is an elementary point defect, and the dopant thus has a +5 valence at the P site. Nb⁰₃ is a complex of Nb⁰ and p⁺, whereas Nb⁰ is a complex of Nb⁰ and p⁻. Nb also exhibits the +5 valence at the Fe site, with Nb⁰⁺ being the elementary defect. At the Li site, we however find that Nb has a +4 valence and the elementary configuration is Nb⁰⁺. Higher charge states such as Nb⁰⁺ is a complex of Nb⁰⁺ and p⁺. Energetically, Nb⁰ has the lowest formation energy at μ² for almost all possible chemical potentials, except for a very small region associated with −4.59 eV ≤ μ₂ ≤ −3.89 eV of the (μ₂, μFe, μO₂) polyhedron that defines the stable range of Li, Fe, P, and O₂ chemical potentials [7] where Nb⁰⁺ has the lowest formation energy. For example, in the μ₂ = −4.59 eV plane, the small region near Points B, C, and D in the chemical–potential diagram as depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. [7] is where Nb⁰⁺ is most favorable energetically. Nb⁰ cannot enhance the concentration of either V Li or p⁺, but Nb⁰⁺ is donor-like and thus can enhance V Li. We also find that Nb⁰⁺−3VLi, a complex of Nb⁰⁺ and three Li vacancies, has a lower formation energy than Nb⁰ in that small region of the (μ₂, μFe, μO₂) polyhedron. Our results thus suggest that Nb can be incorporated at the Fe or P site, depending on the synthesis conditions. The reported enhancement in the total conductivity of Nb-doped LiFePO₄ [4] could have been partly due to the enhancement of V Li caused by Nb⁰⁺. In addition, the incorporation of Nb at the P site may be kinetically hindered as discussed above in the case of Si and V.

Overall, we find that extrinsic impurities in LiFePO₄ each have one stable charge state (i.e., elementary defect configuration) at a given lattice site. Any attempt to create higher (lower) charge states will result in complexes consisting of the elementary configuration and small hole (electron) polarons, which is similar to what has been observed for native defects in LiFePO₄ as reported in Ref. [7]. Our studies help identify specific impurities that are likely to be effective (or ineffective) for enhancing the concentration of p⁺ or V Fe. The results also suggest further experiments to investigate the lattice site preference (and its dependence on the synthesis conditions) and changes in the ionic and electronic conductivities. For practical applications, since doping alone cannot enhance both p⁺ and V Fe as needed for high ionic and electronic conductivities, other methods such as carbon coating [45,46] and/or thermal treatment [47] may still be needed. As discussed by Julien et al. [40], carbon coating can help repair structural damage at the surface and ensure the electric contact between LiFePO₄ particles. Also, with whatever method is employed to enhance the conductivity, one should first be able to control the experimental conditions during synthesis to reduce Fe⁺ and enhance p⁺ and V Li [7].

Note that computational studies of impurities in LiFePO₄ have also been carried out by Islam et al. [48,49]. Based on calculations using interatomic potentials, they reported that, among other impurities, Na is energetically more favorable at the Li site, whereas Mg, Al, Zr, and Nb are more favorable at the Fe site. These results are generally in qualitative agreement with our results for these substitutional impurities at the Li and Fe sites. However, they did not report results for the impurities at the P site, and also did not explore all possible Li, Fe, P, and O₂ chemical potentials. As discussed earlier, the lattice site preference can be sensitive to the chemical potentials (e.g., in the case of K and Cu), and the Li and Fe sites may not be energetically most favorable under thermodynamic equilibrium.

4. Summary

We have carried out first-principles studies of the effects of various extrinsic impurities on the ionic and electronic conduction in LiFePO₄. We find that the formation energy and lattice site preference of the impurities depend on Li, Fe, P, and O₂ chemical potentials which represent the synthesis conditions. For all thermodynamically allowed atomic chemical potentials, Na, Cu, Ag, Mg, and Zn are likely to exist as neutral defects in LiFePO₄ under thermodynamic equilibrium and thus do not enhance the concentration of either small hole polarons (p⁺) or lithium vacancies (VLi), i.e., electronic or ionic conduction. K may be incorporated at the Fe site for a small range of the chemical potentials, where it exhibits an acceptor-like effect and thus can enhance the concentration of p⁺. Al and Zr, on the other hand, exhibit a donor-like effect and are thus effective in enhancing the concentration of V Li. C can also exhibit
a donor-like effect if incorporated into the material. We find that Si is energetically more favorable at the P site where it exhibits an acceptor-like effect, which is in contrast to experiment suggesting substitution at the Fe site that exhibits a donor-like effect. V is found to be more favorable at the P site and thus electrically inactive, in contrast to experiment suggesting substitution at the Fe site. Nb is also found to be electrically inactive at the P site, except for a small range of the atomic chemical potentials where it is energetically more favorable at the Fe site and exhibits a donor-like effect. We suggest that doping LiFePO4 with Si, V, or Nb at the P site is thermodynamically favorable but kinetically hindered, and that Si, V, and Nb may have been incorporated at the Fe site where they exhibit a donor-like effect as reported in experiment. Indeed, the valence reported for V in V-doped LiFePO4 by experiment is consistent with substitution at the Fe site in our calculations. Our studies, therefore, can serve as guidelines for experiment on which lattice site the impurities are most likely to be incorporated under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, and how the impurities may affect the ionic and electronic conduction. To achieve a high electrical conductivity, however, one should combine the incorporation of electrically active impurities with other methods as defect-controlled synthesis, carbon coating, and/or thermal treatment.
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